### Miscellaneous Materials Collection

#### Box 1

1. Correspondence concerning graves of James McGovern (Earthquake McGoon) and Wally Buford
2. Jesse Walton material-Air America retirement plan
3. Letters and material concerning distorted and trashy movie: "Air America"
4. Captain D.A. Lamford flight records, CAT flying times and pay accounts, maps: Laos and Vietnam
5. Miscellaneous material
6. Envelopes:
   - Duane Keele: Tapes of Dave Crowell and wife, June
   - Captain Jeffrey: Tape interviews with Hank Edwards And Al Reagan
   - C-90, No. 1 original tape
7. Miscellaneous booklets

#### Box 2

1. Navigational Facilities, Charts, Radio Facilities
2. Unidentified Pictures
3. Unidentified Pictures

#### Box 3

1. Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan Correspondence wit Capt. Ted S. Maudlin
2. Sutherland, Asbill, and Brennan IRS Correspondence
3. Correspondence with IRS, and audits related to Overseas Personnel
4  Publications and Correspondence related to Tax Exclusions for Americans Abroad

5  Publications and Correspondence related to Tax Exclusions for Americans Abroad

6  Letter and pictures from Lt. Col. A.P. Goodkin

**Box 4**

1  Photographs, Stamps, John T. Grover I.D.

2  IRS fund list and related papers

3  Letters to Mr. & Mrs. Ted Maudlin and replies

4  Negatives

5  Newspaper Clippings

6  Historical article by Joe Hennesy

7  Air America Club VTE.’s

8  Information on Earl Edward Bruce, Jr.